Harm Reduction in Couples Therapy
(First appeared in the online magazine Psyched in SF on 02/11/2013)
“Substances often serve a function for couples and in therapy it is important to find out what job
the substances provide and see if there are other ways to achieve the same task. Treatment
can’t be a cookie cutter design and therapists now know that substance use and relationship
discord can be inextricably linked and in more cases than not, treated at the same time.”
–Cynthia Hoffman

Last year, I saw a couple who found me by specifically searching for a Harm Reduction
Therapist after a negative experience they had with another therapist who could not help them
with all of their goals for the therapy that included exploring the impact their substance use was
having on their relationship. Most of their goals for the therapy were common for couples
entering therapy; they wanted to improve communication, talk about some possible value
differences and try to figure out if they were in it for the long haul. But they also talked about a
recent incident in which one of the women had too much to drink at an office function. That
incident gave us a more complete a view of their goals and where the roadblocks were in their
relating.
Not unusual, in this couple, they both drank and wanted to explore their relationship with
alcohol, how it affected the relationship and their communication. But their previous therapist
honed in on just one member of the couple as the problem drinker and decided she needed
sobriety in order to be in couple therapy. This therapist concluded this after very little
assessment, no negative results from drinking – other than the one incident. In good faith, the
couple returned and told the therapist that while drinking was an issue on the table, it wasn’t a
primary one. The therapist disagreed and so the couple sought me out. This is not uncommon.
Many therapists were trained to see substance use as very one dimensional. Harm Reduction
brings a much more expanded view of how to work with substance users before sobriety is even
up for discussion, if it ever needs to be part of the treatment at all.
It is important to note that this couple had two successful, highly functional professional people
with lots of responsibility both at work and at home. More importantly they were BOTH
WILLING to look at their alcohol use. It was clear that the old school adage of ‘first treat the
substance use’ got in the way for the first therapist who could not see everything that was going
on with this couple. Also, the continued belief that abstinence is the only way to approach
substance abuse actually hindered this couple’s ability to work with the therapist to make
changes. This is not how Harm Reduction therapy sees the world and the intention is to help
clients be supported therapeutically at the exact same time they are making changes to their
relationship to substances.
Substance use and abuse affects couples in a variety of ways:



Sometimes there is serious abuse or addiction that is hindering one partner from having
the capacity to be present and available in the relationship.
Or maybe there have been serious results from drinking like more intensified arguing,
lack of responsibility or inability to meet commitments. These things, barring domestic
violence which is often fueled by substance use and should be treated individually at

first, can be addressed in the context of the relationship and may include some
individual addressing as well.
 Sometimes substance use is a way that the couple connects so a task in therapy would
be to help identify that and help them discover why alcohol might be a way to
connect. Is there underlying anxiety about connecting? Is there a worry that they don’t
have enough in common or can’t communicate somehow without alcohol? I want to
know how each partner views the situation.
 Some feel victimized or wronged in some way, some guilty, many angry or frightened
that the communication in relationship has deteriorated and they are worried about what
that means.
The tasks of therapy blend the substance use with the broader patterns of relating that most
couples therapy treats. For example, tasks in therapy might be to help the couple find other
ways to connect or learn relaxation or mindfulness techniques that can help foster
communication. As a therapist who looks at family dynamics, I might look at the messages
clients received growing up about honest and direct communication. Was it discouraged?
Scary? Substances serve a function for couples and in therapy it is important to find out what
job the substances provide and see if there are other ways to achieve the same
task. Treatment can’t be a cookie cutter design and therapists now know that substance use
and relationship discord can be inextricably linked and in more cases than not, treated at the
same time.
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